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Touch the softness of true cotton,

feel the passion of textile experts,

smell the natural scent of the finest yarns,

enjoy your 100 % COTTON textile 

promotional gifts.

FINEST 
TEXTILE

 COLLECTION

PROMOTIONAL 
CATALOGUE 2018
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Choosing soaps La Florentina with different sents makes us feel happy. 

Soaps are made of ecological, 100% natural ingredients, truly high and lasting quality with unique design. 

Feeling nature is what our body is always open to. Natural ingredients invite us gently to using them in our daily life.

Olive Garden

Blooming Peach

Citron/Acacia

Sea breeze

Citrus

Pomegranate

Rose of May

Lavender

Vanilla&Sandalwood

Pomegranate/Ginseng

Soaps of ancient tradition.

Formulated over the course of many generations by 
master craftsmen whose artistry brought out 

the highest quality products.
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Bags or any other accessories can 

be added.

Printed king towels
Perfect towels to use anywhere you please. We are happy to print your unique design, on these durable, 
high quality- terry products.

Terry is the king of all materials because it all begins with it. Terry towel made with loops absorbs water better than velour. This is a towel that can be used at home, at the 

beach, for sports, in wellness – shortly -  everywhere. Perfect look and perfect touch.

ROYAL TERRY TOWEL - 360 gsm

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for simple designs

Ideal at beach, swimming pool, sport activities

Health and environmentaly friendly

Friendly to skin

TTransportation costs depend on the country and your 

requested destination.

PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional 

and added as additional cost

TOP SPORT TOWEL 40X110 cm

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for simple designs

Ideal at beach, swimming pool, sport activities

With highest water absorption

Gentle cotton touch

Long lasting material and color fixation

Terry 360 gsm
Recommended price

SAMPLIING IS POSSIBLE (One sided printed towel)

Within 1-2 week 1-4 color design -  150 € 5 color or more designs – 250 €

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia.

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia

Transportation costs 

depend on the country and 

your requested destination.

Recommended price

Terry 330 gsm

Already washed

Environmentally friendly production

Reactive technology -  permanent color fixation

Made in Slovenia, EU

See how deeply color is penetrated.

WEEK

WEEK

PERSONALIZED LABEL 

is optional  and 

added as additional cost
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Colors matching your pantone color or even natural things  
like chocolate

KING OF ALL KINGS: LUXURY TERRY TOWEL - 480 gsm

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for simple designs

Ideal at beach, swimming pool, sport 

activities

Brilliant colors that match your requested 

pantone colors are permanently fixed 

deeply into the fabric. The towel feels 

very comfortable and is strongly water 

absorbent. Real and yet affordable  

feel-good towel. Ideal for not too 

complicated designs.

PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and added as additional cost

Both Sided Printed Towel

Possible on terry 480 gsm or on velour 450 gsm

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia.

Transportation costs depending on country 

and destination on request.

A sample is recommended.

PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and 

added as additional cost.

Recommended price

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia

Transportation costs depend on the 

country and your requested destination.

Terry 480 gsm

Terry 480 gsm

Recommended price

SAMPLIING IS POSSIBLE! (Both sided printed towel)

Within 1-2 week 1-4 color design -  250 € 5 color or more designs – 350 €

Final quotation upon inquiry with 

attached design.

Washing and handling instructions

Printing resolution from 76 to 360 dpi
Perfect color penetration

WEEK

WEEK
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Printed velour
High quality products with special fine fibre cutting for soft an pleasurable moments. We invite you to 
bring in your own touch and promote your brand in a unique and practical way. BearDream guarantees 
you 100% pure cotton – a fair choice for all people and our planet Earth. Feel it, smell it, use it and you 
will know why cotton.

LIGHT VELOUR TOWEL ( 330 gsm)
Bath towels, suitable for your advertising and for long-term use.

The cloth feels comfortable on the skin, soaking up the water on both sides. Much better 

and more pleasant than at competing cloths made from half or more of polyester. This 

is because the polyester side is  glossy printed and only the back has cotton portions. 

The result is skin irritation and no real drying effect. Give your customers a pleasurable, 

healthy and beautiful towel, produced by BearDream.

The colors are  deeply incorporated deeply into the cotton fi-

ber. Environmentally friendly printing inks combined with hot steam 

assures permanent color fixation. BearDream as reactive printing 

pioneer brought best printing resolution of 360 dpi in Europe market 

already in 2015. A group of textile-engineers and a textile doctor in 

the Factory in Celje guarantee the best quality for you.
Velour towels are very popular and can be used 
for years!

TRENDY ROUND TOWEL

Beautiful big round bath or beach 

towel.

The diameter of the standard 

version velour (330 gsm in 100% 

cotton) is 150 cm. Piping finishing 

- possible in any

pantone colors

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia. Transportation costs depend on the country and your requested destination. 

PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and added as additional cost.

Reactive printing technology resolution 360 dpi

Recommended price

Recommended price

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos and 

complex graphics  

Ideal at beach, swimming pool, sport activities

Health and environmentaly friendly

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: 

logos, photos and complex graphics  

Ideal at beach, swimming pool

Velour 330 gsm

Velour 330 gsm

WEEK

WEEK

Fringes

PRV150-330

Round towel

15

50 pcs

€ 25,92

€ 23,52

€ 21,36

160 pcs

440 pcs

150 Ø

Code

Towel

Size cm

Pcs/box

MOQ

Q 2

Price at MOQ

Price at Q 2

Q 3

Price at Q 3
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LUXURY BATH TOWEL (450 gsm)
Premium velour touch makes this towel outstanding.

The towel feels very soft. The color is not superficial, but deeply incorporated into the cotton fiber. Support the image of your brand by the right product for it’s promotion.

Example with the Image of Aboriginal artist 

Kurun Warun. The original painting is in the 

Galerie Juerg Siegrist in Aarwangen.

Embroidery as desired
Upon your request, we can combine printed towels with fine embroidery.

Recommended price

The luxury bath towels are made of 100% cotton and can to 
be used and washed countless times.

PERSONALIZED LABEL is op-

tional and added as additional cost

As souvenir towel

Any art design can be easily applied on this towel. Beautiful printed cloths for your 

advertising or for sale to your customers.

Printed art - velour towel

Example shows velour towel with the 

painting by the artist Kerstin Westin.

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos and complex graphics  

Ideal at beach, swimming pool, sport activities

Velour 450 gsm

Velour 330 gsm

Recommended price

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos and complex graphics  

Ideal at beach, swimming pool, sport activities

SAMPLIING IS POSSIBLE (One sided printed towel)

Within 1-2 week

1-4 color design -  150 € 5 color or more designs – 250 €

Already washed

Environmentally friendly production

Reactive technology -  permanent color fixation

Made in Slovenia, EU

WEEK

WEEK
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All towels are carefully sewed and fin-

ished with piping that can be adjusted due 

to the color of a baby towel.

Printed kids collection
Are youngest generations your business future? We gladly welcome you to make your own kids towels.

JOYFUL PONCHO

Throw one poncho over your child’s head and it will stay in place for as long as you want. Besides the fact that the kids can easily 

move around and play in them, they are also extremely adorable. Parenting at the swimming pool, on the beach or even in bathroom 

is effortless with a good shaped and fun poncho.

Now imagine your brand on it! Fantastic looking design can be spread all over this cute 

poncho, providing printed marketing message with great visibility and a touch of playfulness.

BABY TOWEL AND BABY BIB

Wrapping our baby in a comfortable and tender baby towel is a prestige. By bringing in your own unique design, you get a great promotional towel. On the top there 

is a hood and the whole towel is nicely piped around the edges. Thin, fluffy and soft, with absorbent fabric offers you a perfect place for your photo or logo.

KIDS HOODED TOWEL

100 % cotton opened towel with hood in the middle for simple and convenient drying. With a nice printed design, this is a 

fantastic kids towel for everyday use in the bathroom, on the beach or at the swimming pool.

Using cotton and soft velour 330 gsm or terry 

360 gsm material makes it comfortable

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos and complex graphics 

Ideal at beach, swimming pool, sport activities

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos and complex graphics

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos and complex graphics 

Ideal at beach, swimming pool, sport activities

Velour 330 gsm/
Terry 360 gsm
Recommended price

printed baby bib

Velour 330 gsm/
Terry 360 gsm
Recommended price

Velour 330 gsm/
Terry 360 gsm
Recommended price

All prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia.  
Transportation costs depend on the 
country and your requested destination. 
PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and 
added as additional cost.

WEEK

WEEK

WEEK
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Printed Beach Products
Perfect for summer days, as we enjoy ourselves on the beach or at the swimming pool. Share your own unique 
design & contribute to pure pleasure of a tropical, stress-free ambience.

DOUBLE PRACTICAL - TOWEL BAG
100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind 

of designs: logos, photos 

and complex graphics  

Ideal at beach, swimming 

pool, sport activities 

It is soft, high absorbant and 

it brings double potential to 

your brand promotion. Namely, 

your brand will be exposed 

two times:  carried as a bag 

and when unfolded, as a towel.  

A neat supplement for family 

travels. 

Made of cotton on velour 330 

gsm or terry 360 gsm.

SUN CHAIR TOWEL - FOR RELAXING DAYS

BearDream sun chair towels are truly practical. They are a bit longer, so your head and legs can now both lay on 

it for sure. They have three front pockets3 front pockets for your belongings like books, keys, mobile phone etc.

100 % cotton, velour 330 gsm or terry 360 gsm is best material suggested.

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos and complex graphics 

Ideal at beach, swimming pool, sport activities 

Velour 330 gsm/
Terry 360 gsm

Velour 330 gsm 
Terry 360 gsm

Recommended price

PRVSC70x225-330

Sun chair towel

20

60 pcs

€ 19,33

€ 17,33

200 pcs

420 pcs

70x225

Code

Towel

Size cm

Pcs/box

MOQ

Q 2

Price at MOQ

Price at Q 2

Q 3

You can use 3 pockets 
to put staff inside like book, 
sun cream, newspaper,…

Recommended price

ATTENTION SURFERS: 
WE HAVE PRINTED 
ADULT PONCHO FOR YOU!

Be creative and design your own, comfortable and funny 

poncho with a hood on top. Great product for people who 

do water sports, like surfing, sailing or swimming, while also 

pleasant to use at home.

Enjoy seeing your unique brand on a product like this!

100 % cotton, velour 330 gsm or terry 360 gsm - best material 

suggested.

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos 

and complex graphics  

Ideal at beach, swimming pool, sport activities 

Velour 330 gsm/
Terry 360 gsm

Recommended price

All prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia.  Transportation costs depend on the country 
and your requested destination. PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and added as 
additional cost.

WEEK

WEEK

WEEK
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Printed kitchen beauty

WAFFLE KITCHEN TOWEL

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia

Transportation costs depend on the country and your re-

quested destination..

CANVAS KITCHEN TOWEL

A cleaning cloth that is a great water absorbent makes this printed towel very useful in the kitchen. Flat 

canvas makes it look elegant. As for all other printed products, the colors are fixed permanently, and 

despite their intensity, you do not feel the towel is printed.

Recomended price

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia

Transportation costs depend on the country and your request-

ed destination. 

PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and added as additional cost

At BearDream we make sure the high quality printing goes deep into the fiber - 100% cotton - that provides long lasting & intense colors.

Such useful products in our everyday lives deserve some great brand designs. We invite you to create your own...

A cleaning and drying cloth with full-surface imprint. Perfect water absorbent makes a printed waffle towel pleasurable for drying dishes and hands. It has a convenient loop to 

hang, perfect size for placing next to your sink.

As kitchen is the place 

where families gather, this 

is an ideal place to brand 

your company name. 

For sure they will remember 

you. Enjoy long durable 

waffle kitchen towel with 

your logo.

Any design is possible to apply 

on, simple logo or photo design.

Printing resolution 360 dpi  

– BearDream is an European

pioneer in such resolution on

cotton using reactive digital

technology.

Optionally provided in round 

shape with piping around and 

loop to hang it. 

As a gift for your customers or for 

sale as a souvenir. Countless 

uses and so practical in our 

lives, to use for all sorts of 

things. Pure cotton.

Recommended price

Printing resolution 360 dpi – BearDream is an 

European pioneer in such resolution on cotton 

using reactive digital technology.

As a gift for your customers or for sale as a 

souvenir. Countless uses and so practical in our 

lives, to use for all sorts of things. Pure cotton.

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos and complex graphics 

Ideal for companies, brands, hotels, restaurants, souvenir shops

Branded towel Souvenir towel Retail towel

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos and complex graphics 

Ideal for companies, brands, hotels, restaurants, souvenir shops

Optionally provided in round shape with 

piping around and loop to hang it.

Waffle 250 gsm

360 dpi finest printing 
resolution on 100% cotton, 
reactive digital technology 
with permanent color 
fixation

Canvas 180 gsm

PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and added as additional cost

WEEK

WEEK
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Prices are EXW 

Celje, Slovenia

Transportation 

costs depending 

on country and 

destination on 

request.

PERSONALIZED 

LABEL is optional 

and added as 

additional cost

PRINTED APRONS WITH HIGHEST
PRINTING RESOLUTION AND NO LIMIT IN DESIGN

Fun, practical, protective and comfortable 

garment for people who cook, clean, 

entertain and create in other ways. 

Because it is the top layer of an outfit, it will 

easily advertise your marketing message in 

a very functional and visible way. So let's 

play and make it trendy!

Printed promotional design can reflect your 

unique concept. Whether you are in need of 

an apron with your company logo or a large 

colorful photo image for a group event, think 

of a beautiful 100% cotton apron, with your 

own creative design.

Countless uses and so practical in everyday life, to 

wear for all sorts of things. Pure cotton.

Perfect body shape for all types of people: very slim, slim, middle, bigger, small, tall with 
adjustable length of stripes to fix around neck and waist.

Recommended price

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia

Transport costs depend on requested destination. 

PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and added 

as additional cost.

TABLE CLOTHES, PLACE MATS AND NAPKINS

Contribute to a beautiful ambience with your own design on this table kitchen textile for professional or home use. 

The sensual touch of 100 % cotton, combined with strong canvas weaving makes it attractive to use.

Countless uses and so practical in everyday life, to use for all sorts of things. Pure cotton.

Canvas 180/220 gsm

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos and complex graphics  

Ideal for companies, brands, hotels, restaurants, souvenir shops

Printing resolution 300 dpi

100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos 

and complex graphics  

Ideal for companies, brands, hotels, restaurants, 

souvenir shops
Canvas 220 gsm

Recommended price

PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and added as additional cost

WEEK

WEEK

MULTIPURPOSE BAGS

Along with their functionality, vibrant colors applied 

with permanent color fixation make them an 

outstanding promotional item.

Use this product as a present, for corporate 

events, business advertising or other marketing 

applications. Your design can be printed all over 

the bag, which reminds people of your presence, 

as they put in their footwear, clothes, gifts or  

even food. 

They are made for both children and adults, to use at 

home, at school, in kitchen or under the Christmas tree.

Recommended price100% cotton on both sides

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos, photos and complex graphics

Ideal for companies, brands, hotels, restaurants, souvenir shops

Canvas, 220 gsm WEEK
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Printed soft & comfy collection
Because, ‘’Everybody needs a little tenderness’’...
With a permanent color fixation, truly any design can be printed on these amazing products, so why not get your own?

CUDDLY BLANKET
Cuddly blankets are made to keep their guests comfortable, and all kinds of outdoor events in cold 

days, while also increasing awareness of your brand.

The blanket is so cuddly, you do not even feel it is printed, thanks to our high-tech printing process.

Printed blankets are made by disperse printing technology on 100% Polyester (coral fleece quality)

Made in Slovenia, EU.

These soft blankets are versatile and can be used almost everywhere, all year round, at home, in a 

garden, a bar, on a trip with a car, plane or train...

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia

Transportation costs depend on the country and your requested destination.

PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and added as additional cost.

Recommended price

Use it as a customer gift, giveaway or for sale.

Made in Slovenia (EU)Environmentally friendly & manufactured under the best conditions. Any design can be applied on it, a simple logo or a photo.

SAMPLIING IS POSSIBLE! Within 1-2 week 1-4 color design -  150 € 5 color or more designs – 250 €

100% polyester

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos and photos 

Ideal for hotels, restaurants, homes, companies

Special size for children: 80x120 cm.

Your  personalized label Amazing photo - amazing blanket

All blankets are beautifully sewn, with rounded corners - edges.

You can order blanket with your 
design in your corporate colors.

Polyester, 300 gsm WEEK
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Any design can be applied on it, a simple logo or a photo.

CREATIVE CUSHIONS

Choosing the best material and high quality is important, 

not only to you, but to us as well. BearDream cushions are 

made of strong materials, best quality printed logos and 

other designs, strong sewing, ready to wash again and 

again without colors fading or fabric wearing out.

Choose between soft polyester (left) 
or strong cotton-canvas material 
(right)

Any design is possible to apply on,  simple logo or a 

photo design.

Polyester, 300 gsm
Recommended price

Canvas, 220 gsm

Opening/closing with zip

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia. Transportation costs depend on the country and your requested destination.

Recommended price

100% cotton / polyester

Recommended for any kind of designs: 

logos and photos 

Ideal for hotels, restaurants, homes, com-

panies 

BearDream cushions can be used at home, 

in a restaurant, hotel, bar, office and truly 

anywhere you choose. Life with them is sim-

ply so colorful, yet these printed cushions 

don’t offer only comfort and beauty, but 

also a great and creative way of sharing 

your own promotional message.

WEEK

PRETTY HOME ROBE

Prices are EXW Celje, 

Slovenia.

Transportation costs depend 

on the country and your 

requested destination.

GENTLE PULOVER
100% polyester

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos and photos 

Ideal for hotels, homes, companies

A sweet suit made with a rich collar and a pocket for your hands, provides you with 

a chance to feel comfortable and warm wherever you are. The length of this product 

is a bit shorter than the home robe. The collar comes with a string, so you're able to 

adjust it as you please.

It is made of soft coral fleece 100 % polyester, 260 gsm.

Recommended price

Recommended price

100% polyester

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos and photos 

Ideal for hotels, homes, companies

What a wonderful way to start your day. Imagine getting up in the morning 

and slipping into a soft home robe, that makes you feel warm and excited in 

your life. Now add your own brand logo or message on this cute thing and 

you’re a winner.

3-4
WEEK

3-4
WEEK

Prices are EXW Celje, 

Slovenia.

Transportation costs depend 

on the country and your 

requested destination.
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Bedding - feel like  
sleeping on a cotton cloud 
Whatever bedding selection, color, design or fabric suits your marketing concept, BearDream ensures you 100 % cotton fine yarn, beautiful vibrant colors, quality confectioning 

and stitching.  With your logo or any other design on, you will feel like sleeping on your cotton cloud with our 200 percale per inch bed linen. Very strong weaving, makes it 

easy to use for a long time*no holes etc.

UNICOLOR BEDDING

Imagine the bedding with your brand on, pillow cases also with frills, duvet covers, flat 

or fitted sheets. In colors that fit everywhere, great workmanship, made with love. 

100 % cotton, 200 percale per inch bed linen

Personalization: embroidery

No minimum order quantities

Recommended prices

white pristine chateau grey light violet light grey shale taupe soft blue dark bluejester red
001 007 221 223 125 087 168 144006

white pristine chateau grey light violet light grey shale taupe soft blue dark bluejester red
001 007 221 223 125 087 168 144006

801 802 803 804 805 806 807

In 9 colors – single or even double color combination -  have it in your way!

In 9 colors

Recommended prices

Transportation costs depend on the country and your requested destination.

Personalization can be done with embroidery.

Percale, 200 yarn/inch

Percale, 200 yarn/inch

Bedding standard label

1-2
WEEK

1-2
WEEK
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Bedding is made by best reactive printing technology in Slovenia. Flawless high quality, printed on 

request, optional finishing with fine embroidery. Possible to print any design on pillow case, duvet 

cover, flat or fitted sheet.

PRINTED BEDDING FOR YOUR DIRECT ADVERTISING

Recommended prices

Promotional bedding can used by any brand and especially for sport, music, culture fans. 

Companies often use it to strengthen brand awareness inside their company by giving their employees their own branded bedding. Being proud on company where you work and 

sleeping in such bed is highest level of employees’ commitment to a brand. Loyal employees is a valuable thing. 

Personalization can be done all over a pillow case and duvet cover, with upper and lower part of it in same or different design. As you want it to have. 

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia. Transportation costs 

depend on the country and your requested destination.

PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and 

added as additional cost

Packing in beautiful BearDream box make bedding even more beautiful. in our BearDream towel you can put 

duvet cover, flat or fitted sheet, one or two pillow cases and there is still some space to add a nice soap or a towel. 

Bedding in combination with a towel, soap or detergent makes it sophisticated, unforgetable, a touching gift.

Bedding on photo pillow case, duvet cover, inflame towel and detergent for laundry. 

Luxury box: bedding combined with towel and detergent for loundry 

If you need a special packaging, BearDream can 
take care of it (additional cost)

100 % cotton, 115 Renforce/200 percale bed linen

Personalization: any kind of design can be applied - logo or photo

Renforce 150 gsm / Percale 120 gsm WEEK
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Elegant jaquard towels
These towels are made for high class advertising.  Produced in a special way, for the pleasure of sharing a unique printed 
design. Present your brand on quality jacquard towels that come in different sizes and are able to be used for hands or the whole 
body, at home or at the beach. 

BORDER  JACQUARD TOWEL
100 % cotton, double yarn 
Recommended for simple designs
Ideal at beach, swimming pool and sport activities 

This jacquard towel is personalized with a nice logo on the border,  where your logo using 
up to 4 colors is weaved. The rest of the towel is a single color, that can be defined by 
official pantone color. The Border Jacquard towel is produced by quality double yarn.

Recommended price

All prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia. Price does not include any personalization. 
Transportation  costs depending on country and destination on request.

RELIEF  JACQUARD TOWEL
Velour  gsm

Terry  gsm

Recommended price

It is possible to combine border print with 
relief print as shown on the photo.

Velour lovers will enjoy the finest velour touch, 
with a straight cut and smooth finishing.

WEEK

WEEK

100 % cotton, double yarn 
Recommended for simple designs
Ideal at beach, swimming pool and sport activities 

Sophisticated and elegant with the most subtle advertising, not eye catching, but 
breathtaking. The logo is gently weaved in relief in a touching manner. Personalization is 
very intimate – unforgettable.

Relief Jacquard towel is made in one color- your chosen pantone color. Many famous 
brands trust us in producing authentic towels for them. Quality double yarn material and 
perfect finishing make these towels special. They are made of 100% cotton, which feels 
nicer after every wash.
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Already washed

Environmentally friendly production

100% cotton on both sides

Produced in EuropePermanent color fixation

Higly absorbent

MULTICOLOR  JACQUARD TOWEL
100 % cotton, double yarn 
Recommended for simple designs
Ideal at beach, swimming pool and sport activities

Multicolor jacquard towels can be personalized with your nice logo all over a towel in 2 colors usually. It is possible to choose between terry and soft velour touch. Your brand in 
these towels will be exposed in your pantone colors in eye-catching way.

Multicolor towels are made of 100% cotton and 
high quality double yarn.

If you would like to apply more than 2 colors, think 
of preparing a design in a way that is shown on 
these photos. Again, the color on the back side of 
can be a negative of the front, or we can produce 
it in one color only – as you prefer.

The color on the back side looks like the negative of the front, can be produced in one color as well.

SAMPLING is possible within 3 weeks. Price upon your request.

A three color jacquard towel with colorful look on 
the front and the back side. After weaving 3 colors 
together we create a melange effect on the towel.

Velour jacquard towel has luxury - soft touch. The 
back side of the towel is made out of terry loops.

Recommended price

Velour  gsm

Front side Back side

Terry  gsm
Recommended price

WEEK

WEEK
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All prices are EXW Celje, SLO. Price does not include personalization. 
Transport costs depend on requested destination.

Recommended price

Unicolor home towels
A diverse collection of high quality towels, mostly unicolor, to use at home, for pure and pleasurable intimate moments. It is 
so important to bring comfort and colors in our daily lives, and this is where you find it all. Choose your own home collection, 
small or big, and make the bathroom colorful- filled with soft towels, that bring a smile on your face every time you use them.

Extra soft for daily use
360 gsm

Personalization: 

embroidery or transfer print

With smooth border

Highly absorbant 

100 % cotton

ECONOMY  
TOWEL

Washing glove

Available colors 

001 003 023 082 084 086 159 162 167 177 222
white sand bright yellow poppy redsunny orange paprika red navy blue royal blueblue caracao lagoon green anthracite gray

406 C134 C 186 C 178 C 2225 C 293 C 296 C151 C 322 C 7540 C

CLASSIC TOWEL
A must-have in every bathroom
450 gsm

Personalization: embroidery 

or transfer print

100 % cotton

001 *

white

262 C

124
purple

dark sand
7530 U

004
light yellow 

7402 C

020
brilliant yellow

134 C

023

baby rose
2365 C

050
fuxia

Rubine red C

053
sunny orange

151 C

082
paprika red

186 C

084 *
bordeaux

209 C

105

ivory
7527 U

002 *

Available colors for size 100x160 *

224 *
black

162
royal blue

293 C

160
aqua
638C 

174 *
green
362 C

175
lime

382 C

204
bottle green

357 C

222
anthracite grey

7540 C

165 *
marine blue

281 C

234
cocoa chocolate

439 C

143
baby blue

284 C

Available colors 

SUBLIM TOWEL
With printable polyester border
400 gsm 

Personalization: sublimation

100 % cotton

Make your towel  
with fine embroidery

Available colors 

001
white light yellow 

7402 C

020
baby rose
2365 C

050
paprika red

186 C

084 165
marine blue

281 C

143
baby blue

284 C

Terry 360 gsm

Terry 450 gsm

Terry 400 gsm

ON STOCK

ON STOCK

ON STOCK

Recommended price
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Terry 500 gsm

Resistant to many 
washings
450 / 750 gsm (50x70 cm)

Personalization: embroidery

With double stitches

For professional use: spas, 

wellness centres, appartments

100 % cotton

HOTEL 
TOWEL

Recommended price

white ivory
7527 U

001 002

Available colors 

With soft border 
and fashionable ring
500 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Premium single yarn

Fashionable and enjoyable

100 % cotton

PREMIUM 
SPORT TOWEL

Recommended price

Available colors 

white
001

paprika red
186 C

084 224
black

160
aqua
638C 

175
lime

382 C

165
marine blue

281 C
light brown

726 C

005

All prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia. 
Price does not include any personalization.

Transportation costs depend on the 
country and your requested destination.

INFLAME 
TOWEL
The lovely Mediterranean colors
550 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Passionate luxury towel

Thick, highly absorbant and soft to touch

Combed yarn

100 % cotton

Recommended price

001 995 996 997 087 167 173 223994
white provence blue antique grey jester redlavander antique sand shale tauperustical greennavy blue

409 C652 C 406 C 19-1862 tpx 296 C 625 C5135 C 19-3903 tpx

Available colors

Trendy with smart casual look
500 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Luxury promotional towel

Highly absorbant

Very soft to the touch

100 % cotton

DOUBLE COLOR 
TOWEL

902
dark blue/captain’s blue

2378 C/2137 C

903
paprika red/captain’s blue

186 C/2137 C

904
pristine/chateau grey

11-0606 tpx /15-4503 tpx

Available colors

white/captain’s blue
white/2137 C

901

Terry 500 gsm

Terry 500 gsm Terry 500 gsm

ON STOCK

ON STOCK

ON STOCK
ON STOCK

Recommended price

orange
1505 C

083
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Light, quick-drying towel
330 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Soft and highly absorbant

For sport activities, every day in 

the kitchen and bathroom

Suitable for wellness and spa

100 % cotton

QUICK-DRY TOWEL

All prices are EXW 

Celje, Slovenia

Price does not include 

any personalization.

Transportation costs 

depend on the 

country and your 

requested destination.

A towel and a bag in one 
360 gsm

Personalization: embroidery or 

transfer print

Very soft and highly absorbant

100 % cotton

Unicolor beach & sport towels
VELOUR 
TOWEL
Beach towel with
ultimate touch
450 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

High quality carded ring spoon yarn

Velour gives it extra soft touch

100 % cotton

Recommended price

178 C

Available colors 

159 162 167 177 222
navy blue royal blueblue caracao lagoon green anthracite gray

086
poppy red

084
paprika red

186 C

2225 C 293 C 296 C

001 003 023 082
white sand bright yellow sunny orange 

406 C134 C 151 C

322 C 7540 C

red blue

001 023 082 084

162

white bright yellow sunny orange paprika red

royal blue

406 C 186 C

293 C

151 C

165 224
marine blue

281 C
black

143
baby blue

284 C

Available colors 

TOWEL BAG

SUN CHAIR 
TOWEL
Extra long with three pockets
360 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Very soft and highly absorbant 

100 % cotton

GOLF 
TOWEL
Practical with eye-kit 
and snap rink
450 gsm 

Personalization: embroidery

3-times folded

With shiny velvet surface

100 % cotton

white
001

134 C 151 C 186 C
brilliant yellow paprika redsunny orange

023 082 084

224
black

143 162 165
baby blue marine blue

293 C 281 C284 C

Available colors 

Velour 450 gsm

Terry 360 gsm

Velour 450 gsm

Terry 360 gsm

Terry 330 gsm

Available colors 

159 162 167 222
navy blue royal blueblue caracao anthracite gray

084
paprika red

186 C

2225 C 293 C 296 C

001 003 023
white sand bright yellow

406 C134 C

7540 C

ON STOCK

1-2
WEEK

1-2
WEEK

1-2
WEEK

1-2
WEEK

Recommended price

Recommended price

Recommended price

Recommended price
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Elegant and practical sauna 
towels with special relief weaving
420 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Soft and highly absorbant

Suitable for wellness and spa

100 % cotton

Unicolor sauna & wellness towels

Practical, elegant and highly absorbant

250 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Quick drying

Used in kitchen, at sport, at home, in spa

Useful in everyday life

100 % cotton

Light, quick-drying towel
330 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Soft and highly absorbant

For sport activities, every day 

in the kitchen and bathroom

Suitable for wellness and spa

100 % cotton

WAFFLE TOWEL AND KILT 

QUICK-DRY TOWEL AND KILT 

All prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia. Price does not 
include any personalization. Transportation  costs 
depending on country and destination on request.

Available colors 

001
white

Recommended price

Recommended price

SAUNA TOWEL 
AND KILT

sauna kilt

sauna towel

relief terry loops soft and highly absorbant terry loops

gentle waffle fabric

Available colors 

001
white

Terry 420 gsm

Available colors 

159

162 167 222
navy blue royal blue

blue caracao

anthracite gray

084
paprika red

186 C 2225 C

293 C 296 C

001 003

023

white sand

bright yellow
406 C

134 C

7540 C

Waffle 250 gsm

1-2
WEEK

1-2
WEEK

ivory
7527 U

002

ivory
7527 U

002

Recommended price
Terry 330 gsm1-2

WEEK
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Elegant and practical 
sauna bathrobe s with 
special relief weaving
420 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Soft and highly absorbant

Suitable for wellness and spa

100 % cotton

Unicolor bathrobes & homerobes

Light, quick-drying towel
330 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Soft and highly absorbant

Suitable for wellness and spa

100 % cotton

QUICK-DRY 
BATHROBE

Recommended price

SAUNA 
BATHROBE

All prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia. Price 
does not include any personalization. 
Transportation  costs depending on country 
and destination on request.

For your daily indulgence
360 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Shawl collar for extra comfort

Soft and highly absorbant

100 % cotton

TERRY 
BATHROBE

Recommended price

Available colors 

001

white
brilliant yellow

134 C

023
paprika red

186 C

084
ivory

7527 U

002

162
royal blue

293 C

222
anthracite grey

7540 C

159
blue caracao

2225 C

167
navy blue 

296 C

Recommended price

Available colors 
001 003

white sand
134 C

Practical, elegant and 
highly absorbant 
250 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Useful at home, spa and wellness 

100 % cotton

WAFFLE 
BATHROBE 

Recommended price

Terry 330 gsm
1-2

WEEKTerry 360 gsm

Terry 420 gsm

Waffle 250 gsm

1-2
WEEK

1-2
WEEK

1-2
WEEK

Available colors 
001

white ivory
7527 U

002

Available colors 

001

white
brilliant yellow

134 C

023
paprika red

186 C

084
ivory

7527 U

002

162
royal blue

293 C

222
anthracite grey

7540 C

159
blue caracao

2225 C

167
navy blue 

296 C
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Pleasant, soft and warm
260 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Soft, with velour finishing

Suitable for home in the morning and 

in the evening, at wellness and spa

100 % polyester, coral fleece quality

Smart casual with 
gentle touch
500 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Soft and highly absorbant

Suitable for home, 

at wellness and spa

100 % cotton

Highly elegant with 
russian collar 
400 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Soft, with velour finishing

Suitable for home, 

at wellness and spa

100 % cotton

DOUBLE COLOR
BATHROBE

VELOUR WAFFLE 
BATHROBE

Available colors 
001

white

Recommended price

Recommended price

Code

Towel

Size cm

Pcs/box

Pcs/poly

Price/pc

Hooded bathrobe lady

S/M, L/XL

10

1

€ 29,95

BR5008

Hooded bathrobe man

S/M, L/XL

10

1

€ 29,95

BR6008 Available colors 

902
dark blue/captain’s blue

2378 C/2137 C

904
pristine/chateau grey

11-0606 tpx /15-4503 tpx

CORAL FLEECE
HOMEROBE 

All prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia. Price 
does not include any personalization. 
Transportation  costs depending on 
country and destination on request.

001
white

087
jester red

19-1862 tpx

167
navy blue

296 C

173
rustical green

625 C

Available colors

221
light grey

2706 C

220
rustical grey

Warm grey 8 C

144
soft blue

17-3917 tpx

223
shale taupe

19-3903 tpx

Terry 500 gsm Velor waffle 400 gsm

Polyester 260 gsm

1-2
WEEK

1-2
WEEK

1-2
WEEK

Recommended price

19-1862 tpx
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Unicolor kitchen collection
A great new collection 100 % cotton kitchen towel, apron, table cloths, in most usual promotional color, to use in indoor and 
outdoor kitchens, for every day promotion of your brand. Choose your own color, add your logo, small or big, and make your 
kitchen article, that brings you good direct advertising.

WAFFLE 
KITCHEN TOWEL

Special round shape with quality piping and loop to hang it.

Place your logo

Extra absorbent with multi 
practical use
250 gsm
Personalization: embroidery

Pleasurable for drying dishes and hands. 
With waffle structure
100 % cotton

Strong, absorbent useful in every kitchen
180 gsm
Personalization: embroidery or transfer print
Pleasurable for drying dishes and hands. 
With smooth surface
Perfect towel to have in kitchen 
100 % cotton

CANVAS KITCHEN TOWEL

Special round shape with 
quality piping and loop to hang it.

Recommended price Available colors

001

white
brilliant yellow

134 C

023
paprika red

186 C

084
ivory

7527 U

002 162
royal blue

293 C

222
anthracite grey

7540 C

224
black

160
aqua
638C 

175
lime

382 C

165
marine blue

281 C
sunny orange

151 C

082

Place your logo

Available colors

001

white
ivory

7527 U

002

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia. Price does not include any personalization. Transportation  costs depend on destination.

TABLE CLOTH, 
PLACE MAT  
AND NAPKIN

Pleasant and useful in 
every kitchen
180 / 220 gsm
Personalization: embroidery or 
transfer print

Ideal for companies, brands, 
hotels, restaurants
100 % cotton

001

white
brilliant yellow

134 C

023
ivory

7527 U

002

222
anthracite grey

7540 C

224
black

175
lime

382 C

165
marine blue

281 C

paprika red
186 C

084 162
royal blue

293 C

160
aqua
638C 

sunny orange
151 C

082

Available colors

Table cloth

Table runner

Place mat
Napkin

Recommended price

Recommended price

1-2
WEEK

Waffle 250 gsm

Canvas 180 gsm
1-2

WEEK

Canvas 180 gsm

Canvas 220 gsm
Canvas 180 gsm

Recommended price

Recommended price

Recommended priceCanvas 220 gsm 1-2
WEEK
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A promotional masterpiece for every use
210 gsm
Personalization: embroidery or transfer print
Ideal for companies, brands, hotels, restaurants
Pleasurable for using in indoor and outdoor kitchen
100 % cotton

220 gsm
Personalization: embroidery and transfer print
Perfect to use at home, in restaurant, in airplane, hotel, bar 
or anywhere where you wish to create a special athmosphere
Easy to open with zip, wash it and use it again
100 % cotton

CANVAS APRON

Perfect body shape for all types of people: very 
slim, slim, middle, bigger, small, tall with adjustable 
length of stripes to fix around neck and waist.
Countless uses and very practical in everyday life 
for people who cook, clean, entertain and create in 
other way.
Embroidered promotional design can reflect your 
unique business concept. 

COLORFUL CUSHIONS

001

white
brilliant yellow

134 C

023
paprika red

186 C

084
ivory

7527 U

002

162
royal blue

293 C

222
anthracite grey

7540 C

224
black

160
aqua
638C 

175
lime

382 C

165
marine blue

281 C

sunny orange
151 C

082

Available colors

COLORFUL BAGS
220 gsm
Personalization: embroidery
 and transfer print
Perfect to use for corporate events
Useful to put in footwear, 
sleepers, clothes, gifts and even food
100 % cotton

001

white
brilliant yellow

134 C

023

paprika red
186 C

084

ivory
7527 U

002

162
royal blue

293 C

222
anthracite grey

7540 C

224
black

160
aqua
638C 

175
lime

382 C

165
marine blue

281 C

sunny orange
151 C

082

Available colors

Prices are EXW 
Celje, Slovenia. Price 

does not include 
any personalization. 

Transportation  costs 
depending on country 

and destination on 
request.

Recommended price

Recommended price

Recommended price

222
anthracite grey

7540 C

224
black

175
lime

382 C

162
royal blue

293 C

160
aqua
638C 

165
marine blue

281 C

paprika red
186 C

084
sunny orange

151 C

082
brilliant yellow

134 C

023

001

white
ivory

7527 U

002

Available colors

1-2
WEEK

1-2
WEEK

1-2
WEEKCanvas 220 gsm

Canvas 220 gsm Canvas 220 gsm
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Add your logo and you 
will have your blanket

Rich, comfy, practical winter blanket 
500 gsm
Personalization: embroidery

Extremely warm and pleasant with beautiful finishing
Useful in everyday life at home, in the car, in the bar, at 
terasse
100 % polyester

Pleasant, soft, warm with big pocket
260 gsm
Personalization: embroidery

Soft and warm
Suitable for home in the morning and in the evening, 
in the office, at your free time
100 % polyester

Unicolor soft and puffy collection
CORAL FLEECE 
BLANKET 
Soft and comfy, practical and 
elegant 
260 gsm
Personalization: embroidery
Warm and cosy
Useful in everyday life at home, 
in the car, in the bar, at terasse
100 % polyester

Recommended price

It looks very elegant with a simple bow

CORAL FLEECE 
CUSHION 

Soft, playful, colorful 
260 gsm

Personalization: embroidery

Warm, cosy, useful in everyday life at home,  in the 
car, in the bar, at terasse
100 % polyester

CORAL FLEECE 
LOUNGE PULLOVER 

SHERPA CORAL 
FLEECE BLANKET 

Polyester 260 gsm

Recommended price

Polyester 260 gsm

Recommended price

Polyester 260 gsm

All prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia. Price 
does not include any personalization. 
Transportation  costs depending on 
country and destination on request.

Recommended price

Polyester 260 gsm

1-2
WEEK

1-2
WEEK1-2

WEEK

ON STOCK

001
white

087
jester red

19-1862 tpx

167
navy blue

296 C

173
rustical green

625 C

221
light grey
2706 C

144
soft blue

17-3917 tpx

223
shale taupe

19-3903 tpx

Available colors 

220
rustical grey

Warm grey 8 C
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Classy Folding Chairs

Picture yourself, your family, employees or 
customers, sitting on a comfortable chair at the 
bar or at the beach... Simply relaxing, making 
jokes with friends, or discussing new business ideas 
while leaning back on your own printed design, 
representing the brand that you so proudly promote. 
Let there be no mistake, there is  no shame in 
showing who you are in a clear and beautiful way, 
through a product like this, that is  without a doubt 
very practical. Now, envision yourself walking into 
a bar that has printed chairs like this, with another 
brand's design, would you think to yourself: ''Oh, 
that's a fun way to do marketing, I wonder where 
I could make this for my own company...''? If the 
answer is yes, look no further then where you're at. 
BearDream makes it a joy, supporting brands like 
yours to have functional products with their own 
designs. And we repeat, as it is an important fact - 
the chair is very durable and easy to carry around, 
because of it's construction made out of Slovenian 
high class wood.

Give your fans a quality folding chair with your own printed design and keep your name around for summer 
events. Summer is the perfect time to gather and celebrate as a family, business or community, so these 
comfortable custom chairs are a great way to get the party started, while also effortlessly expose your own logo.  

Ideal for bars, sport events, camping, 
chilling in the backyard, tanning at 
the beach, etc.

Lightweight and portable, these chairs are a practical gift 

for your employees and loyal customers. Both will get you 

plenty of brand exposure, wherever they will use them.

Printing resolution 360 dpi – BearDream is an European 

pioneer in such resolution on cotton using reactive digital 

technology.

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia

Transportation costs depending on country 

and destination on request.

PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and 

added as additional cost.

Recommended price

Lightweight, portable and eye catching 
with exceptional nature beauty

100 % cotton, canvas 210 gsm 

Personalization: embroidery or transfer print

Strong and lasting wooden construction, strong, natural wood

Soft and highly absorbant

For summer events, camping, chilling, bars

Recommended price

Prices are EXW Celje, Slovenia

Transportation costs depend on the country and your 

requested destination.

PERSONALIZED LABEL is optional and added as 

additional cost.

Chairs have a strong and lasting wooden 

construction made in Slovenia, a country 

with exceptional nature beauty.

100% cotton 

Recommended for any kind of designs: logos and photos 

Canvas, 220 gsm

white
001

brilliant yellow
134 C

023

sunny orange
151 C

082
paprika red

186 C

084

ivory
7527 U

002

224
black

162
royal blue

293 C

160
aqua
638C 

175
lime

382 C

222
anthracite grey

7540 C

165
marine blue

281 C

Available colors 

PRINTED FOLDING CHAIR

UNICOLOR FOLDING CHAIR

Canvas, 220 gsm

3-4
WEEK

3-4
WEEK
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